
Dear Sir, 

I have not been in touch as was ill – as the virus takes hold it targets certain organs – 

that had been weakened in Toronto. So while it may be abnormal – I have or was forced 

to endure all kinds of bizarre physical reactions. I just stayed indoors - and took time – 

as I have nothing to do but rest. St.Pauls’ Hospital did confirm – accommodation – that I 

can get – if I know when I am arriving.  

The creature – the man who – stalks me to murder me – continues – I was waiting at 

the bus stop when he once again saw – me – stopped his car – reversed and sat in 

front of me – screaming – I was paralysed with fear. Finally I decided to go to him and 

confront him as I can’t keep living in this fear. He then drove off and began texting me.  

At Sunway Med In KL I was given proof of their need to harm me – They lied to me and 

to the CHC – they did have a Specialist on staff and medicine that they wrote stating 

that they did not have. And their Dr. Tan confirmed – that yes it’s a standard practice to 

deny to treat foreigners and discriminate against them. It was the reason why I could not 

get help – and my life was destroyed. At one time in the infection it was easily treated 

but now as I it as escalated into a further illness.  

I have contacted the Human Rights, the United Nations and Dr. Hedy Fry. Hedy went to 

school with my mother in San Fernando, Trinidad and I met her once years ago. I need 

to discuss my medical situation with her. As it pertains in part to the island and a lot of 

mistreatments in Vancouver that caused significant damage to my body.  

I will also have to discuss with her what took place when I talked to you on the phone. 

When I in the absolute state of horror- fear and illness – contacted you – I explained 

that due to the illness I was now late in leaving, Malaysia - . I had contacted Malaysian 

immigration and was told that all I had to do was provide my proof of illness.  

You then began to laugh at me- either at my naivety or stupidity. At that point – you 

insisted I would be arrested and fined. After we hung up – I vomited – shaking in fear as 

here am I fatally ill and being told by the Vice Counsel – of Canada – that due to a 

situation where I was attacked – infected and having death threats that it was a situation 

that you found funny and insisted that imprisonment and fines were to you a reason for 

hilarity? .I  Did ask for help and I was told you wanted to talk to all my doctors.  

As I had to give St.Pauls all the updates – Dr. Lawson Baird – knew I was coming and 

said just get here. As I had to inform him in great detail – I asked St.Paul’s to passion 

the information on. They refused citing Medical Politics – and I was forced while blinded 

to hunt for a solution. I could not find a fax- and finally asked Dr. Brule to mail it to 

Dr.Lawson Baird.  Lawson is still to contact me but it was only 10 days – and Canada 

does have snail mail.  

To make matters worse by your standards – after you spoke to Dr. Brule – I heard 

nothing? And finally David says – “all they could do is – find a doctor to release you” ? I 

was confused by this and I wrote to you as I have – and I heard nothing in return.  



As I am a better simply as I did get some meds – but way too late. I had to report to 

Sunway and I will go up that chain as they are so wrong – in their deliberate 

incompetence and deliberate desire to mislead – me – mislead you and deprive me of 

care. That will result in my death. 

And Dear sir, how could you humiliate me at every turn. Laugh at my dangerous 

Situation, offer medical opinions that you cannot make. Stop an ongoing discussion – as 

I was trying desperately to get help. You must realize that your actions are somewhat 

hostile. Hostile to laugh at danger – enjoy the victims state of helplessness be so 

disingenuous – and humiliating to me. I received your comments as scorn towards me – 

belittling – and humiliating that you could not treat me with the respect – as a Canadian 

– as someone in grave danger.  

 

Since you have ceased communication with me. But then again as it was so flawed and 

deeply insulting that may be a good thing, I will have Dr. Fry when I discuss this with her 

– sort out all this –  

Thank you for confirming – a story that I was told in Seoul Korea. A colleague – all 

teachers in Korea know each other. Was arrested for defending himself in a knife attack 

in Seoul in 2007. He was incarcerated and called the Canadian Embassy. In the end the 

Embassy as I am experiencing, did nothing. So a memo went out to all teachers that 

The Canadian Embassy was of no assistance and in fact worsened his life.  

So the story has merit. It of course flies in the face of Canada’s global humanitarian 

role. Refugees are offered so much – but a Canadian citizen – who lives quietly and 

was only here on holiday – was assaulted with a deadly disease – and left to suffer from 

that disease.  And his possible murder by a crazy Malaysian. I am not sure how much 

time I have left as this disease is spawning more illness. And no matter how I have tried 

to get assistance – these Malaysians are so corrupt that it has made my life impossible.  

 

But I treasure dignity and respect for all people and I cannot allow you to disrespect me 

further. Even If I die as the 1500.00 plane ticket that was offered with all this that you 

have wrapped around it – Essentially it’s a form of contempt that I have received from 

you. This letter may provoke a response bit not to me- Your choice was to humiliate me 

and to insure I felt worthless. The disease is attacking my mind, my heart and my body. 

That is enough for me to deal with.  

 

As the threat of violence of murder from the Mr.,Goh is heightening – he now knows where I 

have to take the bus. I can’t live in this fear any longer.. And who knows – how much longer I 

have – and as I have to distance myself from you Marc-Olivier Jean. I have no idea how much 

longer I have. I Am already losing the Will to live- as the disease is eating me alive. And its been 

6 months of absolute torture – to be followed with more torture – in Vancouver in hospital to 



treated – identify  and diagnose what this now as become. Of course you will claim all sorts of 

diplomatic privledges to do and act as you did towards me. But sir, it was inhumane.  

Mr Grandfather was the Consuate General of Portugal in Trinidad – I had many privledges as 

his grandosn but – I never heard of him behaving with abject cruelty as you have.  
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. I will Contact Dr. Hedy Fry and I hope Justin Trudeau will be more helpful. As by now 
you just scare me – further. The Trauma I am in is real and violent. So I 
cannot discuss with you any further as my physical reaction to you is to recoil in fear. 
As well as all the Human Rights and UN etc. And media - its simply as i a dying that at 
least I hope people will learn and discover the madness of Malaysia.  And the hapless 
realities of contacting the chc in Malaysia.  
 
Due to the threat of the GOH.. I am trying to run to safety. Before I am murdered. To 
another city near Malacca – I least I can go outside in the day. I have lived as a prisoner 
only venturing out at night.  
 
I know what you have done to me is not personal but abject. But that does not make it 
better. Plus as you stated inn your impeccable manner upon speaking to me – You 
seem to be writing everyone? Again your use of sarcasm, derision or mocking is 
certainly unappreciated by me in the danger I am in. But that may just be your style. But 
as no action was taken – to assist but to ensure that my life worsened those that know 
what your office can do, will decipher your actions or non-actions as the case maybe.. 
May be able to shed some light on all this for me. As you see – you did not just have my 
words but you had the pictures of the infection as it destroyed my body. And you 
laughed and you dismissed me. That is what I know of you. I hope the PM and Dr. Fry 
are more human, bestowing empathy and compassion towards me against your obvious 
contempt.  
So you and I do not need to speak further – but then again as you have ignored me- this 
statement of mine is moot. Plus as I have documented everything in Video and in blogs 
- I had no idea that Malaysia was this abhorrent until it was too late. I can only talk to 
someone that does not mock, insult, humiliate me and ensure that my life is 
not worthless.  
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As you had intimate detail of my suffering, the horror of the affliction - and the incredible 
ordeal of living with a threat of murder and you did what you did. I turned to many to 
help - as I am just a visitor in a strange land fatally attacked.  
 
Cristoph  
 
CC. Prime Minister  
Dr,Hedy Fry  
 
Brynn Grierson, RN, MSN 
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